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KEY HUMANITARIAN ISSUES

 UKRAINE: Humanitarian Snapshot (as of 7 October 2015)

Humanitarian Access
bureaucratic restrictions persist

Winterization
temperatures already dropped significantly

150,000 people
not receiving food distribution
Food prices increased

200,000 children
cannot access mine risk education

30,000 children 
cannot receive psychosocial support

500,000 children
need polio vaccination 

60,000 individuals 
need of life-saving medicine 
for chronic diseases, including insuline 

30,000 people
in need of shelter and NFI 

16,000 metric tonnes
relief aid ready for delivery

1.3 M people
access to water at risk 

Protection of affected population 
including restriction on  freedom
of movement for people  and goods
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NGCA: ACCESS RESTRICTIONS

CARGO READY FOR DELIVERY

Cargo waiting for access to NGCA
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PEOPLE of CONCERN FUNDING

7,883 people killed

17,610 people injured

5 million people in need

3.2 million people targeted

The temperatures already dropped and winter is at the doorstep, 
and winterization activities have su�ered severe delays as most 
operations came to a standstill since mid-July, when the de-facto 
authorities imposed a registration system without which 
organizations cannot operate. Three million people living in 
areas beyond Government control are – to various degrees – 
a�ected by this decision. By 8 October, only three international 
organizations could restart operations in Donetsk as they 
received registration, and one in Luhansk. Some local partners 
also continue operations. Needs well outweigh assistance 
delivery capacity of these partners. Some 16,000 tons of 
humanitarian assistance, including food, shelter and non-food 
relief supplies are ready for immediate delivery. 

Some progress has been made with regards to simplifying the 
Government’s strict bureaucratic requirements for humanitarian 
actors to operate close to the contact line (both in Government 
and non-Government controlled areas). Yet, more remains to be 
done to address issues related to freedom of movement for 
people and commercial goods, resumption of banking and social 
payments, and of basic services in areas beyond government 
control, which are considered ‘illegal’ since December 2014.Such 
provisions continue to create undue hardship for those living in 
areas beyond Government control. 

The international humanitarian community has been urging all 
parties to the con�ict and stakeholders to guarantee and 
facilitate free and unimpeded access from organizations to all 
a�ected people, and for people to services and aid, with 
bureaucratic procedures and regulations reduced to the 
minimum. 

AREAS of CONCERN

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official 
endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.
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